Bispingen • Lunenburg Heath

DISCOVER + EXPERIENCE

Don't miss a thing. Experience a lot.

Discover and experience Bispingen

BispingenCard • experience more • pay less
The free BispingenCard makes you a
VIP, because you will benefit from discounts at many places. So you can
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allow yourself a few extras and save
some of your holiday fund at the same time.
You will receive the BispingenCard and a little „discount
brochure“ exclusively from the hosts who take part in our service
initiative „Mehr-erleben“ (Experience more).
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Wilsede

Welcome to Bispingen
in the Lunenburg Heath Nature Park!
Nature, culture, sports, entertainment, zoos and theme parks:
there is a lot to discover and experience in Bispingen and its
pretty surrounding villages Behringen, Borstel, Nieder- und
Oberhaverbeck, Hörpel, Hützel, Steinbeck,Volkwardingen and
Wilsede.
This brochure presents the most popular attractions in
Bis-pingen and its communities and in the vicinity. Furthermore you will find interesting facts about the history, the country
and its people and the highlights of the region.
Tip: In peak season buses run to the most beautiful destinations and attractions.
For our guests: The Heath Shuttle operates on three loop
lines, with many stops and a trailer for bicycles.
If you need further information about one of the offers, please
contact the tourist information. Our team is always happy to
help you.
Bispingen Touristik e.V. hopes you will enjoy your stay.
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Wherever you see this sticker, you are granted a
discount! E.g. at 15 leisure attractions, guided
hikes, cycling tours, carriage rides, events, taxi
rides and shops.
Restaurants with this sign serve you a gourmet dish
for 10 €, respectively 15 €.

Holiday tips. Ideas. Information. From us. For you.
• “77 ideas for families”
Pocket-sized familiy brochure with 77 ideas for excursions
and holidays. From loud to low. From nature to science. For
every age and for every mood.
• Calendar of events
Excursions, carriage rides, guided cycling and hiking tours,
concerts, festivals...
Including information about restaurants, opening times and
much more.
• Bispingen Gourmet Guide
Bon appétit! Miscellaneous restaurants, cafés and gourmet
diners are presented in this Bispingen gourmet guide.
Including opening hours and addresses.
• Tour guide leaflets “Cycling” and “Hiking”
We enjoy hiking and cycling, too. So we have carefully signposted, described and listed our “best-of” tours for you.
Maps included.
Available at the tourist information offices and on the internet.
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Good to know
Bispingen, 10° East
Bispingen in the Lunenburg Heath is a municipality formed by
nine once independent villages, including large areas of the
Lunenburg Heath Nature Park (VNP) and also the little village
of Wilsede that can only be reached on foot, by bicycle, on
horseback or by horse-drawn carriage (see. p. 12). All in all
Bispingen covers an area of 128.5 km² and currently has got
6275 residents.
The 10th meridian eastern longitude runs through Bispingen
and in order to visualize this, a granitic boulder from the
ice age has been placed in Bispingen (Hützeler Straße). It
naturally represents the longitude by a circumferential ribbon-like and different-coloured silification. Tagged with an
explanatory bronze plate the boulder was arranged in line
with the longitude.

Once upon a time...
Development of the landscape
The varied landscape with valleys and end moraines developed during the diverse ice ages. The oldest traces of human settlement coincide with the end of the glacial epoch
(about 10,000 B.C.). Findings from the different stone age
epochs show how amazingly people mastered the processing of stone at that time.

Where our village names come from
• Bispingen: A document from the year 1193 testifies the selling
of the “village with all its belongings” to the bishop Lüder
from Verden. The name Bispingen derived from the term
“von Biscopings”, which means “belonging to the bishop”.
• Behringen: goes back to a clan called Bernhard
• Borstel: comes from “der Burstall” (farmer's stable)
• Nieder- and Oberhaverbeck: villages situated at the Haverbeeke (bog and stream)
• Hörpel was formerly called Horpeloh and was like Hützel a
“Loh”, meaning a settlement in the forest.
• Hützel: comes from Huceloh, which derives from Uhlenloh,
meaning owl forest.
• Steinbeck owes its name to its location and the stony streambed of the little Heath river Luhe.
• Volkwardingen was certainly named after his former owner
Volkquard.

Here is a rough translation of the inscription:
Wayfarer, if you come to see the Heath
in Bispingen, you'll cross the 10th degree.
A meridian here can be found
though you can't see it on the ground.
It‘s a line that was thought out
to allow geodesy about.
You cross it quite unknowingly
though it‘s significant, you see.
To make this obvious for you
we put this stone here as a clue.
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• Wilsede: originally “Wollweidenplatz” (wool pasture place)
or “Quellplatz” (well place).
• The ending “-ingen” indicates Langobardic origin and is frequently found in this part of Lower Saxony, the former
“Bardengau”.

Heather bloom at the Pastor-Bode-Weg
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Bispingen
Bispingen

Behringen
Behringen

Bispingen is the biggest village of the district and the extraordinarily shaped tower of St. Antony's Church is its “landmark”.
You can stroll through the shops, stop for a meal and you will
find everything you need for your holiday routine.

Behringen is situated between Lake Brunau and the nature reserve in the Brunau Valley. Clean, well-maintained farms, neat
houses with large gardens and the meadows along the Brunau
define the appearance of the village. Gorgeous village park!

Ole Kerk (Old Church)
The ancient field stone church was built in
1353. It was restored in 1973 and has been
used for weddings, devotions and concerts
since then. The “Ole Kerk” is open for visitors from Easter to late autumn. Guided
tours on request, please contact the tourist
information Bispingen.

Lake Brunau
This 7-hectare lake in Behringen fits in smoothly to the
densely-wooded surroundings. The beach, hiking trails
around the lake and a café/restaurant invite you to go swimming, boating, walking or just relax. The amply sized leisure
area does not only offer a pedal boat rental and a playground
but also a quad track. Every year the famous Behringen Lake
Festival takes place on the first weekend in August.

St. Antonius-Kirche (St. Antony's Church)
The new church was dedicated in 1908. The name - St. Antony's
Church -, the ancient font from 1406 and the pulpit from 1648
were taken over by the new building.

Forest Playground Luhegrund
The forest playground with a barbecue lodge is about two
kilometres from the village. Groups have to register for the
use of the barbecue area. Tel. 05194-39851

Heidepark (Heather Park)
The little heather area with a sheep pen on the outskirts of
Bispingen is perfect for leisurely strolls.
In summer the popular barbecues organized by the tourist
office and the bonfires of the fire brigade take place here.
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Lake Brunau

Behringen Heath
Behringen Heath begins about 500 m out of Behringen towards Ober- and Niederhaverbeck. Signposted paths offer short
strolls across the Heath as well as long hikes or bicycle rides
through the most beautiful areas of the Lunenburg Heath.
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Behringen • Borstel

Ober- and Niederhaverbeck • Hörpel

Behringen

Ober- and Niederhaverbeck

5 x Be(h)ringen International
7 places of the same name, 5 countries, 1 community! Every
three years, a 3-day Be(h)ringen meeting takes place either in
Belgium, Luxemburg, the Netherlands, Switzerland or in Germany. It is our intention to live out international understanding
and transnational friendship. We held these meetings here in
1972, 1986 and 2007. The “Behringen Garden” at Lake Brunau
was created as an outward symbol of this community.

Borstel
The residential area “Neu-Borstel” lies on the outskirts of
Bispingen; the old farming village “Borstel in der Kuhle” lies
in the Brunau Valley at the edge of the “Borsteler Schweiz”
(Borstel Switzerland).

Borsteler Kuhlen (Borstel Hollows)
The Borstel Hollows – also called Borstel Switzerland – are one
of the beauty spots in the district. The hills allow fantastic
distant views, the valleys offer primordial heath.

Tumuli
Around the villages Borstel, Behringen and Volkwardingen
you can find numerous tumuli, of which some have been
excavated and examined. Display boards explain the various
burial customs. Findings from the graves such as urns, axes
and bronze ornaments can be seen at the museums in Soltau
and Hanover.
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Although the villages Ober- and Niederhaverbeck are situated in the nature reserve, you can get there by car. They have
maintained their pristine village structure with granaries and
old farm steads. The villages are surrounded by the nature
reserve with its vast heather areas and juniper. They are the
perfect starting point for hikes, walks, carriage rides and bicycle rides through the Heath, to Wilseder Berg, to the village of
Wilsede, to the Totengrund and Steingrund.
Tip:

There are two loop trails (1.5 und 3.5 km) for wheelchair users in Niederhaverbeck. Both trails are easily
accessible with an accompanying person.

Tip:

Children particularly enjoy a hike along the Machandel
discovery trail (starting point: Oberhaverbeck), see p. 33.

Hörpel
Hörpel is situated next to one of the most beautiful parts of
the nature reserve, Hörpel Heath. A wide belt of fields and
meadows surrounds the village with a little church in the
middle.
Hörpeler Church
The church of St. Pauli of the “Selbständigen Evangelisch-Lutherischen Kirche” (SELK) in Hörpel was built in the
neo-Gothic style. The parish maintains their own church and
their “own pastor”.

Manufactur Calluna
A “little bunch of heather” as a motive on each item makes the
porcelain factory to an advertising medium for the Lunenburg
Heath. A big factory store is directly on the premises. Factory
tours are possible.
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Hützel
Hützel

Steinbeck
Steinbeck

Hützel lies at the confluence of the Brunau, Wittenbeck and
Luhe. Meadows and vast forests extend to the village centre
with the well maintained thatched Lower Saxony houses.

Among the vast forests of the Druhwald and Raubkammer,
Steinbeck lies in the valley of the River Luhe and has managed
to keep its rural character up to the present.

Söhlbruch
The protected area “Söhlbruch” is a “true” primeval forest in a
small format. You can find animals and plants in these wetlands
that became extinct elsewhere a long time ago.

Stone Settings in Steinbeck
In and around Steinbeck there are several big erratic boulders of some importance: the anniversary stone, the monastery stone, the prayer stone, the horse stone, the Eidig stone
and the liberty stones.

Kieselgur
Kieselgur is a sedimentary rock that evolved from dead diatom shells. It is light and highly porous and a valued raw
material used as filter medium and absorbent. Rich kieselgur
resources were discovered in the Luhe valley in the middle of
the 19th century. For over one hundred years kieselgur was
mined here and was a very important economic sector of the
municipality.The findings of the chemist Nobel in Hamburg
who saturated kieselgur with nitroglycerin to produce dynamite was a milestone in this development.

Raubkammer
The name derives from the robber-knights who haunted this
vast woodland.

Steinbeck Monastery
750 years ago a monastery was founded in Steinbeck, but
just a few years later it moved to Scharnebeck.
The traditional fish farming in Steinbeck is said to go back to
the first monks.

Hans Eidig
Hans Eidig who was known as a poacher grew up in Steinbeck. Nowadays the Hans-Eidig-Street commemorates the
notorious son of the village.
Forester Monument
In commemoration of two foresters who were murdered by
poachers in 1866, there is an erratic boulder in the Raubkammer woodlands (not far from the B209).

Tip:

Every second Sunday in September the two-day harvest
festival with a morning service held in Low-German,
a market, concerts, a pageant and the coronation of
the harvest queen takes place in Steinbeck.

Wonderful trails and cycle paths through the Heath/©VNP
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Volkwardingen • Wilsede
Volkwardingen
The little farming village with its old, well-maintained farm
steads is situated among forests, fields and meadows directly
at the nature reserve. Volkwardingen is a good starting point
for hikes or bicycle rides through the nature reserve especially to the Totengrund or to Wilsede.

Tumuli and Urn Burial Site
In the village woods there are about 20 prehistoric tumuli
from the Bronze Age. An urn burial site with hundreds of urn
graves has been found to the east of the village. The exhibits
are in the archive of the Landesmuseum Hanover.

Treppenspeicher
One of the oldest in the Lunenburg Heath, nowadays the
“gem” of our village Volkwardingen. It consists of two parts and
dates from the years 1600/1702 (inscription on the beam). It
was restored and rebuilt by the Bispingen Heritage Society in
autumn 2001.

Wilsede
The little heath village is the centre of the Lunenburg Heath.
Situated in the middle of the nature reserve, it can only be reached on foot, by bike or by horse-drawn carriage and is therefore the ideal destination for a daytrip into nature. Wilseder
Berg and the Totengrund are in walking distance. In the centre
of the village you find the museum of local history “Dat ole
Huus” (literally “the old house”) with a nice herb garden, restaurants, cafés and a little shop for “This and That”.
Tip:
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Round trips in a horse-drawn carriage through the
nature reserve! The trips begin and end at the parking
areas in Ober- and Niederhaverbeck.

Nature protection
Lunenburg Heath Nature Reserve
The nature reserve Lunenburg Heath holds two records: it is
one of the oldest and largest interconnected heather areas in
Europe are found in Germany's oldest and largest nature reserve. Except for two thoroughfares, the whole area is closed
for motor traffic. We owe it to the following personalities that
the beauty of the area has been preserved:

Pastor Wilhelm Bode
The pastor from Egestorf is regarded as one of the founding
fathers of the nature reserve. He made sure that the Totengrund was not developed but protected as nature reserve.
Professor Thomsen
The professor from Münster gave Pastor Bode the required
money to buy the Totengrund.
Landrat Fritz Ecker
The head of the district authority from Winsen was able to convince the Emperor in a face-to-face interview of the idea of nature protection. Thereupon the Emperor authorised a two-million lottery in aid of the nature reserve Wilsede.
Dr. Alfred Toepfer
The merchant from Hamburg is regarded as the patron of the
Heath. For decades he invested millions of his private assets
in the maintenance and the preservation of the Heathlands.
Wilseder Berg
Wilseder Berg is situated in the
middle of the nature reserve. With
169,2 metres, it is the highest
elevation in the Northwest German plain. On clear days you
can even see the towers of
Lüneburg and Hamburg from
here.
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Nature protection
Lunenburg Heath Nature Reserve
Verein Naturschutzpark e. V. (VNP)
The VNP - founded in 1909 - has considerably contributed to
the conservation of the largest interconnected heath areas in
Central Europe by the acquisition and maintenance of large
parts of today's Lunenburg Heath Nature Reserve (about
9,000 hectares).
The VNP office is in Niederhaverbeck.
Info: www.stiftung-naturschutzpark.de
NNA
The Alfred-Toepfer-Academy for Nature Conservation (NNA)
was founded in 1982 and has its domicile at Hof Möhr in the
village Heber. Tasks of the academy are training and retraining as well as an exchange of knowledge and experience,
but also public relations work and the promotion and accomplishment of scientific research projects. In 1995 the academy
was re-named Alfred-Toepfer-Academy for Nature Conservation
(NNA) in honour of the famous Heath patron.
Nature Information Houses
The VNP supports two Nature Information Houses in order to
develop the understanding of the landscape, its nature and
its history.
The Nature Information House in Niederhaverbeck houses a
modern permanent exhibition dealing with the fascinating subject of the “World of the bees”. Why are bees so special? What
is the difference between beekeepers in the Lunenburg Heath
and beekeepers in other regions? What kind of equipment do
they use nowadays in contrast to former times during the time
of the Heath Farming? What are the special features of wax
and honey?
Open 1st May – 15th October * 10 am – 5 pm * Free admission
Using modern media the Heath Discovery Centre in Undeloh
illustrates the history of the Lunenburg Heath from the ice age
up to now. Furthermore there is also a shop and a café with
local specialties in the house.
Free admission * open year-round.
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Attractions of the Nature Park
Nature Park Lunenburg Heath
The Nature Park Lunenburg Heath is part of the holiday region Lunenburg Heath and covers parts of the districts Harburg, Lüneburg and Heidekreis. Nature parks are a protection category according to the Federal Nature Conservation
Act (§ 27) and regions that emphasize the preservation of
their particular cultural landscape and the touristic development as their target. The Verein Naturparkregion Lüneburger Heide e. V. is the sponsor of the Nature Park.
Tip: Do you want to know more about the country and the
people, our history, plants and animals? Then come
and visit the Heath Museum “Dat ole Huus” in Wilsede,
the Nature Information House in Niederhaverbeck or
the Heath Discovery Centre in Undeloh
Information: www.naturpark-lueneburger-heide.de

Dat ole Huus

BispingenCard-Rabatt

In the Heath Museum in Wilsede that was already opened in
1907, the Verein Naturschutzpark delivers an insight into the life
of the Heidjer (people of the Heath) in the last centuries. Additionally temporary exhibitions at the old sheep pen at the “Emhoff”
deal with specific topics of the Lunenburg Heath.

Dat ole Huus
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Attractions of the Nature Park
Hannibal's Grave
Billung Stone
The name “Hannibal's Grave” derives from the resemblance
of the group of erratic boulders next to the road from Wilsede
to Döhle with the picture of the painter Eugen Bracht. The
official name is “Billung Stone”.

„Typical Lunenburg Heath“
Heather and Erica
Not the celebrated erica but the blossom of the common heather (Calluna Vulgaris) transforms the Heath into a purple blaze of colour. The master gardener from Bispingen discovered
the variety Calluna Vulgaris “Bispingen”. Erica, a kind of bog
heather, already blooms in early summer and loves wetlands.
The rare and extremely protected bog rosemary prefers wet,
mossy and acid soil. Both species are also to be found in the
nature reserve.

Walderlebnis Ehrhorn
The 360-year old Heidjer House is embedded in former sand
dunes and is surrounded by forest and heath in the nature reserve Lunenburg Heath. The vast area offers the opportunity
to explore research and discover the local nature, e.g. the 3.5
km long adventure trail or the headwaters of the Seeve.
The staff of the Lower Saxony state forests offer guided tours
for groups with the topics: forest and heath, small and big animals, ecosystem forest and sustainability. A modern presentation inside the house complements the knowledge gained
outside.

Heidschnucken (German Grey Heath)
Heidschnucken (German Grey Heath) are especially sturdy
and tough moorland sheep that descend from the moufflon.
With six of its own and two privately owned flocks of Heidschnucken, the VNP makes sure that upcoming wood vegetation in the heather areas is reduced by the gnawing of the
sheep.

Walderlebnis Ehrhorn
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„Typical Lunenburg Heath“
Lower Saxon Houses

„Typical Lunenburg Heath“
Totengrund

The old farmhouses were timberframed hall houses in which
people and animals lived under
the same roof. The original
two-post houses were later extended and enlarged by further
rows of posts.

Gable Carvings
are regarded as icon and protection symbol and are supposed
to avert harm from the house. The traditional horse symbols
informed about the significance of a farmstead. Several different versions about the meaning of the horses' heads being
turned inward or outward are completely unfounded.

Beekeeping
Being the provider of wax and
honey (sugar), the honeybee
was an important factor of Heath farming. Nowadays still
about 4000 bee colonies are
taken to the beehive racks
when the heather is blooming.
Tip: Our beekeepers share their
knowledge about the responsible tasks of beekeeping in
courses for young beekeepers.
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The Totengrund (literally “valley of the dead”) is a broad valley
abundantly covered by heather and juniper. The “Heath Pastor” Wilhelm Bode managed to save this area by acquisition
(see p. 13) in 1907. The Totengrund is the origin of today's
nature reserve. There are several non-proven explanations
where the name derived from. The Totengrund like the whole
Lunenburg Heath offers an extraordinary nature experience
not only when the heather is blooming. Every season of the
year has a very special charm of its own.

Heath Streams
Nine Heath streams have their
sources in this region. Böhme,
Wümme and Haverbeeke run
to the River Weser; Luhe, Brunau, Wittenbeck, Aue, Seeve and
Este towards the River Elbe.
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Famous persons

Exciting & Odd
Heath Castle ISERHATSCHE

Hermann Billung
Hermann Billung became a duke in Saxony under King Otto
the Great (936-973). Headquarter of the Billungs was Lüneburg with the castle on the Kalkberg.
Hermann‘s poor family background from the heath farm
Stübeckshorn is a non-proven later legend.

Widukind
The Saxon duke fought many years against the Franks and
Christianisation. Finally Charlemagne managed to persuade
the Saxon leader - who had probably become tired - to surrender and to be christened. Charlemagne himself became
godfather of Widukind.

Eugen Bracht
As the son of German parents, Eugen Bracht was born in
Switzerland on 3rd June 1842. The highly-regarded painter
never forgot the Heath and remained true to it because he
owed his first success to his Heath painted between 1875
and 1880.

There is a lot to admire and
to marvel about in the 23
hectares landscaped park:
The hunting lodge originally
built for the royal Prussian
commercial counsellor Ernst
Nölle, a “philosophical,
baroque Iron Park”, an ark,
a
Prussian pavilion, the “mountain of the collector's passion
– Montagnetto” and a good
deal more. The landscaped garden is constantly being extended. Guided tours. Open all year. www.iserhatsche.de
The world's biggest beer bottle & phillumeny collection
• the world's biggest beer bottle collection:
19'000 originally bottled bottles from 168 Ländern
• “phillumenie” – about 500'000 matchboxes!

DAS VERRÜCKTE HAUS (The Crooked House)
BispingenCard-Rabatt

Rudolf Wieneke
The graduated art-teacher from Berlin spent his retirement
years in Bispingen. His commemoration is chiefly connected
with the re-construction of the famous world map in Ebstorf
Abbey.
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Everything is topsy-turvy in
this completely furnished
120 m² detached house.
The entire furniture such
as e.g. chairs, tables, toilets, lamps and cupboards
hangs upside-down from
the “ceiling”, this means
they are turned by 180°. The additional thrill: the house is
inclined length- and crosswise by 5°, an extra challenge for
your sense of balance! Further highlights: funhouse mirrors
and a camera that shows your picture upside-down on TV.
Even the path around the house is a little crooked!
www.dasverruecktehaus-bispingen.de
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Fun & action

Fun & action

Ralf Schumacher Kart & Bowl

SNOW DOME Bispingen

BispingenCard-Rabatt

BispingenCard-Rabatt

One of Europe's most modern kart centres. Here you will find
an outdoor (1100 m) and an indoor track (600 m ) as well as
the 6-lane bowling alley “Bowl'n Motion”.
For further information visit us on “www.rs-kart-bowl.de”
With SNOW PARK, SNOW AREA, SPORTS SCHOOL und
SLEDGE PARK, the 300 m long SNOW DOME Bispingen
offers a home not only for winter sport enthusiasts. In the
summer months the NORTH WAVE, Europe's biggest standing wave, daily breaks in front of the skiing hall and invites
children and adults to surf.
Free of charge:
SLACK LINE and SKATE RAMP. Skateboards, helmets and
paddings can be rented.

Center Parcs Bispinger Heide
BispingenCard-Rabatt

Exclusively for guests in Bispingen, the Center Parcs opens
its gates also for day visitors (by appointment; tel. 05194
940). The following services can be used: subtropical water
world Aqua Mundo, indoor playworld Baluba designed in a
formula-1-look, playgrounds, children's programmes “Wannabee”, visit to the petting zoo, miniature golf, racquet sports,
bowling, pedalo rides, diving course incl. test, giant swing
“Big Swing”, “Zip Wire”.
www.TagesausflugCenterparcs.de/BS
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Further advantages:
Child care in the playroom SNOWY LAND. In the Sportsbar
with jumbotron you will not miss any sports highlight.
www.snow-dome.de

Quadtrack

BispingenCard-Rabatt

On an over 300 m long hilly and sandy track next to the beautiful Lake Brunau, your children (over 8 years) can ride quads
and step it up. Open from April to October.
www.quadbahn-bispingen.de
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Zoos and Theme Parks
Heidepark Resort Soltau (12 km)
Northern Germany's biggest recreation and family park offers
fun for the whole family with over 50 attractions and shows
– from rapid to quite relaxed. e.g. Wing Coaster, AquaSpin,
Dive Coaster Kraken, Big Loop, Limit, Swiss Bob Ride, Desert Race, Mountain-Rafting, Panorama Tower and Panorama
Ride, Giant Swing Boats, Raft Rides, Nostalgic- and Children's Carousels, interactive Splashbattle-Bay, Pirates' Show,
Heath Village, Dutch Village and lots of nature.
www.heidepark.de

Weltvogelpark Walsrode (40 km)
In the world's largest bird park you can make friends with
4000 birds with 650 species from all continents. They live
here in open nature, free flight halls or large aviaries. Signposts lead you through the park and inform you vividly about
odd and interesting facts from the world of birds. There are
adventure points like e.g. the tree-house and the owl castle,
show feedings, flight- and animal shows.
Tip:
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Zoos and Theme Parks
Greifvogel-Gehege (9 km)
BispingenCard-Rabatt

Birds of prey and owls can be
seen and perceived at close
range on a guided tour through the birds of prey
enclosure of Frigga Steinmann-Laage. The animals
live in the
enclosure in almost open
nature in the middle of Raubkammerheide.
Mrs Steinmann-Laage presents her “lodgers” during the
guided tours which have a
special charm because of the
personal relationship between the falconer and her birds.
www.greifvogel-gehege.de

Wildlife Park Lüneburger Heide (22 km)
BispingenCard-Rabatt

Marvel and relax. You can spend a wonderful day with your
family on the spacious premises. Over 1200 animals of 140
species, a flight show with birds of prey, a lecture at the wolves' enclosure, a biology centre, a playground, a pet zoo,
picnic areas, a restaurant and a good deal more.
www.wild-park.de

The 24 hectares bird park is also a great experience for
garden lovers. www.weltvogelpark-walsrode.de
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Zoos and Theme Parks
Serengeti-Park Hodenhagen (60 km)
Giraffes, lions and plenty of wild animals at close range. Behind every bend a new adventure expects you on your safari
tour through the Animal World of Serengeti Park. Be infected
by the good mood of the inhabitants of our Ape World. Enjoy
fun and games at the numerous attractions in the Recreation
Area and Waterworld. Or how about going down an adventurous river landscape by airboat?
www.serengeti-park.de

Zoos and Theme Parks
Alaris Butterfly Park (35 km)
Experience the magic world of butterflies: plants and butterflies
from all continents are shown in four houses in the different
zones from the local to the tropical climate.
www.alaris-schmetterlingspark.de
Holm-Seppensen, bei Buchholz/Nordheide

Otter Centre Hankensbüttel (70 km)
Wildpark Schwarze Berge (50 km)
The Wildlife Park Schwarze Berge
is always worth an outing - no
matter what time of the year it
is. The charming woodland and
park scenery is characterized by
mountains, valleys, a lake and
several ponds. Take a walk and
discover the European animals
in their natural environment.
Barbecue and picnic areas, a
pet zoo, a nature trail, an artisan hall, a restaurant and a good
deal more. Open all year.
www.wildpark-schwarze-berge.de
Rosengarten-Vahrendorf
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The open-air ground at Lake
Isenhagen with its landscape
sections like hedges, streams,
ponds, meadows and fields
offers a manifold insight in
diverse habitats. Apart from
the otter, its closest relatives
– badgers, beech martens,
polecats and pine martens
– can be observed in the
inventive, spacious and naturally designed enclosures.
www.otterzentrum.de
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Active and sportive
Hiking
Follow the trend and go hiking! Discover how much fun it is
to explore nature on foot. Heather areas, forests, meadows,
river valleys and many little heath streams make sure that
new scenery is waiting for you behind every hill and behind
every bend. Discover the certified “Heidschnuckenweg” (moorland sheep trail), Machandel Trail and the 14 loop trails.
Hiking maps and trail tips can be obtained in the tourist offices.

Active and sportive
Cycling
On your own, in pairs, with the family or with a group – cycling is fun. Discover our varied countryside by bicycle. The
Leine-Heide Cycle Trail, Wümme Cycle Trail, the cycle paths
next to all connecting roads and the car-free nature reserve
with its vast network of paths offer the best options. Suggested tours including maps can be obtained in the tourist offices.

The Way of St. James
One part (200km, marking: yellow scallop on blue background) of the pilgrim's way to the grave of St. James in Santiago de Compostela runs through our hiking region. Ancient
sights such as tumuli, abbeys and churches as well as distinct
pilgrimage symbols, e.g. in the church in Wolterdingen, are
found alongside the way. Information, e.g. about the stopovers and the pilgrim's passport can be obtained in the tourist
offices.
www.jakobusweg-lueneburger-heide.de

Horseback Riding
Hiking Pass
With our recommendations you can discover the most beautiful spots of our popular hiking region on foot. The hiking pass
contains 21 trails. Watch out for our rubber stamp stations.

Nordic Walking
Together with Naturparkregion Lüneburger Heide and the
DSV, we have worked out and signposted some nice trails
through forests, fields and heathland.
Trail length: from 5 – 18.3 km. Nordic walking maps including
the trails can be obtained in the tourist offices.
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Soft Heath sand and horse-friendly surfaces on forest tracks
and country lanes, 400 km designated and signposted bridleways. The nature reserve and the adjacent areas are a paradise for both riders and horses. Horse trail maps can be
obtained at the tourist information offices.

Tennis
Game, set and match. At the TC Heideperle (Hützel) you can
play on beautifully located tennis courts.
Information and booking:
Bispingen-Touristik 05194-39850
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Active and sportive

Active and sportive

Fishing
Anglers with appropriate certificates can obtain daily or weekly
permits for Brunau Lake. The fishing season starts at Easter
and ends in mid-October. Recreational anglers can try their
luck at the trout farm “Silbergrund” in Hützel.

Soltau-Therme (15 km)
The Hot Brine Water Park at Böhmewald promises health,
fun, and vitality. Soltau Therme offers something for every-body, e.g. Brine Paradise, Saunaworld, all-weather pool
with vario roof as well as and spa. Open daily all year.
www.soltau-therme.de

Swimming
Luhetal-Bad Bispingen

BispingenCard-Rabatt

“Luhetal-Bad Bispingen” offers swimmer, non-swimmer and
paddling pools. Generously laid out premises offer enough
space for sunbathing as well as for playing and romping.
There is also a beach volleyball field. If the weather is not
playing along, respectively during the out of open-air bathing
season, Luhetal-Bad has a small indoor swimming pool with
a height adjustable floor.
If you prefer bathing or swimming in all-natural water, you
can do so at the beach bay at Lake Brunau or in the swimming pond in Steinbeck.

Heidjers Wohl • Schneverdingen (15 km)
Indoor swimming pool with a 25-metre-pool, a giant slide, a
diving platform, a whirlpool with massage jets, an area for the
youngest children and a bistro.
Sauna area with a log sauna, a Finnish sauna, a steam
sauna, a sauna garden and an interior with adventure showers, a plunge pool, an ice fountain and relaxation loungers.
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Active and sportive
Golf

Allwetterbad • Munster (15 km)
No matter if you want to swim, splash or relax – here you will
get your share. Among the highlights are the adventure pool
and the new 40 m water slide. Sporty swimmers can swim their
lanes in the swimmer's pool. The baby paddling pool is equipped with a children's chute.
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The 27-hole golf course Hof Loh offers pleasure in playing
and nature at the same time. The 9-hole course is open for
the public and green fee players are most welcome here. The
club has a golf school, a pro shop and a restaurant. Tee times
and further information: 05191-9676333
www.golf-soltau.de

Miniature Golf
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A visit to the miniature golf course in Volkwardingen is great
fun for families. It is ideal for beginners and everybody who
wants to test their skills with club and ball for the first time.

Heidewitzka - Kinderparadies

Barefoot Park Egestorf (15 km)
BispingenCard-Rabatt

Intricate paths made of bark mulch,
across meadows, forests, fields
and through streams, 60 tour stops
for the senses – on the 14 hectares
premises you will train your senses
and rediscover the wonderful
feeling of going bare-foot – and
additionally walking through the
Barefoot Park is beneficial for your
health, like reflexology! Three trails
of different length – ideal for a visit
with the whole family.
www.barfusspark-egestorf.de
Entry next to the Natural Experience Pool “Aquadies”.
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Indoor Fun-and-Games sensation on 2000 m² for all big and
small children. With trampolines, kart tracks, climbing volcano, squash, bistro and many more attractions.
Approx. 18 km (in Soltau)

Familien-Erlebnispfad
You go on a thrilling discovery tour through the Nature Reserve Lunenburg
Heath with the Juniper Ghost “Machandel”. On your way you guess at plants,
bees will tell you about their job and a
great deal more. The 5.5 km long adventure trail starts from the big car parks in
Oberhaverbeck and Döhle and ends in
Wilsede. It is possible to go back from
Wilsede by horse-drawn carriage.
Info: Tel. 05198-987030
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Rides through the heath
Horse-drawn Carriage Rides
No doubt that everybody who takes part in a carriage ride through the Heath feels a touch of nostalgia. The horse drawn
carriages are ideal means of transport in the nature reserve
which is closed for motor traffic. Starting and end points for
the popular roundtrips to Wilsede are the car parks in Oberand Niederhaverbeck, but carriage rides are also offered
in other villages. Larger groups should definitely contact a
coachman and book in advance.

Heath Abbeys & Heather Garden
Heath Abbeys
The six abbeys in the Lunenburg Heath are nowadays convents occupied by single Protestant women. Abbesses administer the abbeys that are fully operated. All of them can
boast a long-standing tradition and art treasures from many
centuries that are open to the public. Ebstorf Abbey with the
world map from the 13th century, Medingen Abbey that by
its neo-classical style is reminiscent of a castle, Lüne Abbey
with its gothic tapestries and linen embroideries, Isernhagen
Abbey with the redbrick Gothic church from 1345, Wienhausen with the probably most significant medieval complex of
buildings, Walsrode Abbey with its glass paintings and the
nun's private chapel.

Schneverdingen (15 km)
All the year round you can admire blooming heather in the heather garden in Schneverdingen.
Tip:

Why not combine your visit with a look at the “Eine-WeltKirche” (One-World-Church) - an Expo project - and the
Pietzmoor.

Bispinger Heide-Express and Ameisenbär
The Bispingen Heide-Express runs. from Bispingen to Lüneburg
and from Lüneburg to Bispingen 6 times a year in July and
August. Further information and tickets at the tourist information offices in Bispingen, Lüneburg and Amelinghausen.
The “Ameisenbär” (literally “anteater”) – a historical rail car
- runs between Soltau and Döhle every Sunday from midJuly to mid-September. It is also possible to board the train in
Bispingen, Hützel and Luhegrund.
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Every year in August the big Heatherblossom Festival with the
election and coronation of the Heather Queen is celebrated
for four days. The programme offers a variety that includes a
service held in Low German, a street party, a traditional festival
and the coronation ceremony.
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In search of the past
Megalith Graves (40, 15 und 12 km)
The dolmens “Sieben Steinhäuser” (seven stonehouses)
(40 km) is situated in the middle of a military training area,
so that it can only be visited at weekends (Sat. & Sun.) from
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. (Exceptional case: when military training is
scheduled.) The – only five – dolmens originate from the Neolithic Age, are about 5000 years old and belong to the most
impressive megalithic graves in the Heath region.

The “Oldendorfer Totenstatt” (15 km) near Amelinghausen is
a vast burial site that has been newly arranged during the last
years. The 5000 years old grave buildings impress every visitor.
Further information can be obtained in the little museum.

The “Nekropole von Soderstorf” at the edge of the Luhe Valley
(12 km) is a unique cluster of prehistoric relicts, consisting
of a megalithic monument, a tumulus, stone circles, stone
pavings, an urn burial site and a shallow grave.

In search of the past
Museums and Local Heritage Houses
Museum villages and open-air museums bring back the former
life of the Heidjer!
• Museum village in Hösseringen (60 km)
An area of approx. 100,000 m² with farmsteads from the
south of the Lunenburg Heath, e.g. a single farmstead,
so-called Vollhof and Halbhof, a cotter's house and
a farmhand's house.
An old forge was also built up again.
• Open-air museum “Am Kiekeberg” (50 km)
A so-called Vollhof with a farmhouse and outbuildings like
a granary, a coach house, barns, a sheep pen, a bakery
house and a farmhand's house. The complex is typical for
the north of the Lunenburg Heath

More interesting museums:
• Museum of local history in Soltau (15 km)
• Toy Museum Soltau (15 km),

BispingenCard-Rabatt
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• Tank Museum in Munster (16 km),
• Desk and Quill Museum Schneverdingen (21 km)
• Archaeological Museum Oldendorf/Luhe (19 km)
• Artistic Site Bossard in Jesteburg (39 km)
• Mission Museum in Hermannsburg (40 km)
• Salt Museum in Lüneburg (40 km)
• Brewery Museum Lüneburg (40 km)

Löns Grave (35 km)
According to his own wish, the first “copywriter” for the Lunenburg Heath found his last restingplace in Tietlingen Heath. A
nice stroll takes you to his tomb situated between Walsrode
and Bad Fallingbostel.

• Museum of the Principality of Lüneburg
• East Prussian State Museum in Lüneburg
• Concentration Camp Bergen - Belsen (40 km)
• Crude Oil Museum in Wietze (55 km)
• Wind- and Water Mill Museum in Gifhorn (75 km)
• Horse Museum in Verden (80 km)
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Daytrips
Soltau (15 km)
Soltau – an expanding and vibrant town! The toy museum with
its alternating hands-on activities is a special place for families.
Little children enjoy romping at HEIDEWITZKA as older children love the Heide Park Resort! And then, of course, you go
shopping at the Designer Outlet Soltau.

Lüneburg (40 km)
The old Salt- and Hanseatic town of Lüneburg belonged to
the richest towns in Northern Germany and the whole region
was named after it. In the historic town centre you can still
find the most important gable shapes from all stylistic periods.
Lüneburg Town Hall at the market place is unique in Germany
as far as size and beauty are concerned. The “old crane”,
Lüneburg's symbol, belongs to the townscape just as the
towers of the three big churches do: St.Nicholas', St.John's
and St.Michael's Church.
The popular TV soap opera “Rote Rosen” (on TV since 6th
November 2006) is shot in Lüneburg.

Uelzen (52 km)
Have a stopover at the “Hundertwasser Railway Station” and
admire the ingeniousness of this Viennese artist. “Der Weg
der Steine” (path of the stones) created by the German-Swedish
artist Dagmar Glemme leads from the station to the town centre.
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Daytrips
Celle (60 km)
The best way of discovering the romantic town at the southern
edge of the Lunenburg Heath is by a tour through the pedestrian zone of the historic town centre with its picturesque timber-framed buildings from the 16th, 17th and 18th century, the
duke's castle, the parish church and the historic Town Hall. The
Bomann-Museum has exhibitions of local folklore and town history.

Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg (60 km)
Hamburg – is not only the harbour and the Alster, not only the
“Gateway to the World” and a centre of trade, Hamburg – is
next to a lot of water also a lot of green, next to mercantile
tradition also culture and art, e.g. the “Speicherstadt” (historic
warehouse district), the new “HafenCity”, die Elbphilharmonie
(Philharmonic Concert Hall) and, of course, the zoo “Hagenbecks Tierpark”. City sightseeing tours (starting at Central
Station), Alster and harbour cruises belong to your “Hamburg
Programme” at any rate. If possible you should pay a visit to
the fish market on Sunday morning (5 a.m. to 9.30 a.m.)
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Daytrips
Verden (80 km)
In the historic “horse riding”
town Verden (over 1000 years
old) horses take the centre
stage.
Places of interest:
Verden Cathedral and the
German Horse Museum.

Hanseatic City of Bremen (100 km)
The Bremen Town Musicians are world-famous and perhaps
you have also heard about the giant Roland before. But Bremen has more to offer: Take a stroll through the Schnoor quarter
and Böttcherstraße, walk along the Weser Promenade Schlachte
and have a look at the fascinating ships. Visit Bremen Cathedral,
the Focke Museum or e.g.
the Universum Science Center. Bremen is only a stone's
throw from Bremerhaven
where you can visit the Klimahaus (climate house), the
zoo and the German Emigration Centre.

Daytrips
Worpswede (100 km)
The old artists' colony Worpswede near Bremen is a mustsee for everybody who is interested in arts. Not only the diverse exhibitions and displays with their collections of “Old
Worpswede Masters” like Paula Becker-Modersohn, Fritz
Mackensen, Otto Modersohn,Hans am Ende, Fritz Overbeck
und Heinrich Vogeler, or the Ludwig-Roselius-Museum are
well worth seeing, but also the village itself with its artistic
atmosphere and the corresponding ambiance is something
for art lovers.

North Sea - Heligoland (150 km)
Cuxhaven and Bremerhaven are the departure places for a
cruise to the red rock island Heligoland. Discover the Oberand Unterland (Upper and Lower Land), the famous Dune,
the “Lange Anna” (Tall Anna) and experience the already legendary disembarkment in front of the island. The duty-free
shopping facilities are surely just a sweetener for your visit to
Heligoland.

Hanover – State Capital (100 km)
The city that is well-known for hosting annual commercial expositions has got a real forest – the “Eilenriede” – in the middle
of the town and has therefore deserved the name “Green City”.
The historic town centre, the Leine palace housing the Parliament of Lower Saxony and the Town Hall are worth a visit just
as Lake Maschsee and the Royal Gardens of Herrenhausen with
the Georgengarden,
mountain garden and
tropical rainforest house.
The adventure zoo Hanover and the Aquarium SEALIFE are also
very beautiful.
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Baltic Sea (120 km)
The beaches of the Baltic Sea are just an easy one-and-a-half
hour drive from Bispingen. Even landlubbers will enjoy a day
in the Hanseatic City of Lübeck or a day cruise to Denmark.
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Daytrips
Wendland (80 km)
Do you know Lübeln, Meuchewitz, Schreyahn or Mammoißel? If not you should go on a side-trip to the Wendland where
you will find these names on town signs. The names derive
from the Slavonian language. The village form was also imported from the Slavs (the Wends) and that is the reason why
there are still so many “Rundlinge”: villages where the gable
of each house points to the village green.

Altes Land (70 km)
Germany's largest fruit-growing region, the “Alte Land”, is
situated downstream from Hamburg on the River Elbe. In
springtime millions of fruit trees are in full bloom here. Summer and autumn yield rich harvest.
Proud houses with their colourful brickwork and their elaborate gateways display the wealth of former times. Carvings
and paintings make them lovely witnesses of rural culture.

Autostadt Wolfsburg (115 km)
The Autostadt Wolfsburg is a museum, leisure park and
the biggest delivery centre for new cars worldwide. Nearby
you will find “phaeno”. This impressive Hadid building is a
knowledge area for the world of phenomena for the young
and the old to marvel, to experiment and to learn.

Holidays in Bispingen
Every day a new attraction!
Peace and relaxation. Fun & Action. Nature and culture.
Curiosities and surprises. Tradition and high tech. In
Bispingen you will find a little bit of everything. Enjoy
the Lunenburg Heath at its best in the Nature Reserve.
Visit zoos and theme parks, Center Parcs Bispinger
Heide, the SNOW DOME, the Ralf Schumacher Kart
& Bowl Center, the Heath Castle ISERHATSCHE and
„THE CROOKED HOUSE“ or go for a ride on the quad
track. Are you interested in arts, culture and history?
Then pay a visit to the the local heritage houses, museums, churches, abbeys and galleries.
Welcome and have a nice time in Bispingen!
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Ship Lift Scharnebeck (50 km)
The Elbeseiten Canal has to bridge an elevation gap of 61
metres between the River Elbe and the Mittelland Canal. The
ship lift Scharnebeck is the biggest counterweight lift in the
world and transports the ships like in a lift. This is how an
elevation gap of 38 metres is bridged in only 15 minutes.
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BispingenCard

.... experience more • pay less:

• reduced admission fee for 15 leisure attractions
• Discounts for guided hikes and cycling tours,
carriage rides, events, taxi rides, in shops and
much more.
• gourmet dish for 10/15 €
You receive the free BispingenCard from all
hosts who participate in our service initiative
„Mehr-erleben“ (Experience more).
Information about the participating hosts:
tourist information centres, brochures and
www.bispingen-touristik.de

Your host
Bispingen-Touristik e.V.
Borsteler Straße 6
29646 Bispingen

Tel. 0 51 94 - 3 98 51
Fax 0 51 94 - 3 98 53

issued April 2014

info@bispingen-touristik.de
www.bispingen-touristik.de

